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A Brief Ethnographic Account of Shelter Life for Homeless Women 
in Atlanta, Georgia, USA
 Matthew WICKENS
?This paper uses ethnographic observations and interviews to examine the daily life of homeless 
women, who stayed at a large homeless shelter called The Center at Peachtree and Pine in Atlanta, 
Georgia in the United States. The Center at Peachtree and Pine is a large ?????? square foot ?about 
????? square meters? building and is owned and operated by the Atlanta Task Force for the Homeless. 
It has three floors, and takes up an entire city block from Peachtree Street to Courtland Street. The 
building is old and was formerly a garage and the home of the Atlanta ballet. The lowest floor houses 
homeless men and the third floor housed homeless women and children. While single mem make up 
the largest group of homeless people in Atlanta, the next second biggest group is families, mostly 
women and their children, who make up twenty-five percent of the homeless on an average night, but 
forty percent of the homeless throughout the year ?Jaret: ?????.
?The process of becoming homeless, the condition of homelessness, and adaptation to homelessness 
has been described in ethnographies since the ????s. Ethnographies about the homeless have an 
extensive history. Nels Anderson?s classic The Hobo documents the life of homeless men in Chicago 
during the early part of the century ??????. James Spradley?s ethnographic look at urban nomads during 
the sixties, You Owe Yourself a Drunk, provides a more recent historical account of homelessness 
??????. These two seminal ethnographies demonstrate how scholars considered homelessness a male 
domain. The understanding of the causes of homelessness illustrates the changes from when Anderson 
wrote and today. For example, Anderson could not identify a single cause of homelessness, and instead 
argued that numerous variables create homelessness ??????. More recent theorists such as, Tucker 
?????? include several theories on the causes of homelessness including the lack of affordable housing, 
unemployment and economic restructuring. Specifically, Tucker finds that, ?the median price of homes 
is the best indicator of homelessness? ??: ?????. The various theories that have developed since 




?Anderson?s ethnography only described the lives of homeless women in passing and now they have 
been well documented. Liebow ?????? notes that about ??????-?????? women road the rails during the 
Great Depression similar to the homeless men Anderson described but disappeared afterwards. He also 
points out the absence of homeless women in studies done in the ????s and ????s, and that homeless 
women do not begin to appear in the literature until the ????s ??????. Anderson?s ethnography hardly 
mentions children, except as boys joined the ranks of the hobo ??????. Today, children are a growing 
part of the homeless population. A local example is an advertisement for the Atlanta Union Mission 
which shows a picture from the late ?????s of a homeless man eating a bowl of soup, and then shows a 
recent picture of a young ten-year-old homeless boy. Recent ethnographies focus more on women and 
children, and thus reflect the changes in the homeless population. For instance, while Liebow?s Tell 
Them Who I Am focuses solely on the lives of homeless women living in a shelter; it is not atypical in 
focusing on homeless woman. Most current ethnographies examine homeless women, children, and 
families.
?Many ethnographies have documented the difficulties that homeless woman face. Specifically, 
Liebow ?????? documented the tests they face including dealing with caseworkers and shelter staff and 
the humiliation they must endure. Although Wagner ?????? focused on a smaller city and various 
segments of the homeless population, he also described the challenges facing homeless women. Some 
of the patterns Liebow documented also occur in Atlanta. He observed women using the day shelter 
during the day to sleep, relax, bathe, and socialize. The same activities take place in Atlanta, and the 
Task Force for the Homeless for several months had a van that drove the women to the day shelter in 
the morning. Both Liebow and Wagner also documented the difficulty homeless women have obtaining 
welfare benefits. This pattern emerged in Atlanta as well. One particularly striking example was a social 
worker requiring an African-American woman at four months pregnant proving she is pregnant. She also 
had to prove she does not have any income from work, so she is getting a separation letter from the fast 
food restaurant she had worked. She explained that a separation letter is a letter stating that she is no 
longer employed at her last place of work. Another common pattern is the amount of walking the women 
do. This was especially true for those without MARTA train cards, the local subway. Liebow also 
described the waiting homeless women have to endure, and this too occurred frequently. For example, 
one woman related the busy day she had planned and in her scheduling she had to allow time for the 
waiting she would have to do.
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RESEARCH METHODS
?Conducting qualitative interviews documented the process of becoming and living in the Center. 
Interviews provided for a wide range of the data and in-depth information can be obtained ?Rosenthal: 
?????. The interviews covered a variety of topics including: how they came to Atlanta, what lead them to 
become homeless and stay at the Center at Peachtree and Pine, what they thought of Peachtree and 
Pine as a homeless shelter, their opinion of the staff, any major incidents or events that occurred, their 
opinion on the causes and solutions to homelessness and what they knew about the political situation 
regarding homelessness in Atlanta. The interviews were difficult to schedule, because when I was ready 
to conduct interviews, the Center at Peachtree and Pine closed. Finding the homeless women who 
stayed there was not difficult, and I used snowball sampling to locate former residents. I asked the 
women for an interview when I saw them at the Day Shelter, the Women?s Community Kitchen or 
waiting in line at the Atlanta Children?s Shelter. Usually, it would take several scheduled appointments 
until we either met and did the interview. A few of the former residents expressed concerned that they 
may not be compensated for the interview. Their feelings reflected an advertising campaign by the Task 
Force that included a picture of a little girl. Former residents thought I might use their picture and story 
in a similar way and not compensate them. After I explained my purpose for research only, most 
residents agreed to be interviewed. The interviews took place anywhere that the informants wanted. A 
few of the interviews were done in restaurants, some at the Atlanta Day Shelter and a few were done at 
their new shelter or apartment.
?Participant-observation helped find informants to interview and form trusting relationships between 
the interviewer and interviewee. A supplemental survey asking open-ended questions provided similar 
data as well. Rosenthal notes that most interviewees found giving the interview a positive experience 
?????: ????. He also notes the main advantage of the interview is its depth and scope. Furthermore, he 
explains that ?interviewees are most forthcoming and truthful when they feel themselves to be in the 
position of teacher, with the researcher in the position of student. At a minimum the interviewee must 
feel he or she is on equal footing with the interviewer? ????:????. Creating this atmosphere may have 
been difficult because of the class differences between homeless individuals and the interviewer, but 
was not impossible as Rosenthal and others have demonstrated.
?This class difference is demonstrated by the majority of the women at the Center at Peachtree and 
Pine struggling to find work. Most, if not all, of the jobs are low-end service work. Examples include 
working in at a downtown hotel in the laundr y department, working at a fast food restaurant, 
panhandling, temporary jobs, and a few women worked labor pool jobs. Michelle, an African-American 
woman who has been homeless for a while, illustrates the struggle and importance of income. She 
?????????????????????????
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looked particularly depressed, and she said she had a bad weekend. I asked her why. She said, ?no 
money.? Another source of income and a means out of the shelter was working as a home health care aid 
or to watch someone?s pets in exchange for a room and money. A minority of the women would take 
these jobs, but would usually returned within a few weeks because they did not get along with the family 
or patient. Liebow also found homeless women using these types of jobs as a temporary escape from 
homelessness.
The Overflow
?Like most homeless women, the women who stayed there have a dif ficult life. Most of their 
activities took place during the day and at night all of the women interviewed and most of the women 
observed lived at the Center at Peachtree and Pine. The Center at Peachtree and Pine is the official 
name of the home of about one hundred women and children a night, but the residents and other 
homeless women referred to the shelter as ?the Overflow,? because it was where social workers and 
helpline staff referred people when all the other shelters were full, hence capacity in the city shelter 
system overflowed. Although the Task Force is extremely caring towards the homeless, it is possible to 
be banned from the Overflow. Some of the rules included no smoking in the building, refusing to go to a 
shelter the Task Force finds, and fighting. On one occasion a staff member sent a family to the Task 
Force office for the evening to sit in the chairs because the children fought excessively. Another incident 
occurred on a cold night when two women at the bus stop asked if they could come inside, and I 
checked with the staff and was told that those women were one the banned list, so women can be barred 
from staying at the Center. During the interviews and speaking with other women, many of them 
described the Overflow as ?awful? and as a ?nasty place.? Makayla described life in the Overflow as,
??? ?people sleeping on mats on the floor, sometime they?d just sleep on the floor if all the mats were 
gone?you know there?s in some rooms there were like nine or ten ?people? in one little room, 
you know. And they tell you, scream at you at ? :?? in the morning to get up and they scream at 
you when its time to eat, and they scream at you when it?s time to go to bed??
Makayla may not have known, but a staf f person explained that there were not enough mats for 
everyone, so some residents had to sleep without a mat. Diana described the overflow as crowded with 
people, ?And just like people they just, stacked on top of each other.? It was not uncommon for homeless 
women to describe the Overflow and other shelters they had stayed as awful, and to make comparisons 
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about the shelters. A former Task Force employee remarked that Moreland Avenue shelter was 
disgusting, and she could not imagine the Overflow if it is worse. She said that the bathrooms did not 
always work at Moreland. Most homeless women and the staff described the Overflow as the worst 
shelter.
?Many of the residents of Peachtree and Pine expressed similar opinions about the Overflow. For 
example, Diana said, ?like I say, you can?t sleep good sleep in there. It was awful. I mean like I said, I 
ended up going to the streets. I was, it was better.? So, she chose life on the street as a better option. Her 
opinion on the Overflow is also evident in the rumors other residents and other women at the day 
shelter had heard about the Overflow. One of the reasons she became homeless is because she was a 
victim of domestic violence. Regarding leaving the Overflow, she commented, ?I just couldn?t do it no 
more, and eventually it made me end up going back to that man ?the man who was abusing her?.? 
Leaving the Overflow for the streets or to return to terrible situation was not uncommon. Some of the 
residents reported that after staying at the Overflow for a while, some women would return home or go 
to the streets. Afrika described people leaving the Overflow, ?you have lots of people that go to the street 
than deal with the rejection of someone looking down at them, you know some people?s spirits just can?t 
take that stuff.? She is clearly describing the stigma that many homeless women face.
?In addition to dealing with emotional rejection from the staff and others, physical consequences 
exist for shelter life. For instance, one woman explained that her baby can only get milk during the day 
at the Day Shelter, and not at the Overflow because they cannot use the fridge. Later, the staff changed 
the policy so women with babies could store their baby?s milk in the fridge. Another physical condition 
of the Overflow was the bathroom only contained, ?two shower stalls. It was awful, and there was never 
any warm water, and it was always cold,? according to Makayla. The women who stayed at the Overflow 
obviously thought the conditions were terrible
?While the residents described the conditions at the Overflow as awful, their description varied 
depending on how long they had stayed there and how long they had been homeless. Residents who 
had stayed there previously and knew the conditions were less likely to leave. They knew and 
understood the conditions and adapted to the circumstances. Jada had been there before and saw the 
conditions, so she was more prepared mentally when she returned. She explains returning as, ?In June, 
I let them know what was going on, called back. I went back, wasn?t no problem with me going back. I 
went back it was just me and, so that?s when I really became homeless.? Also, some long term residents 
were not as critical. For example, Keisha, who had been staying at the Arts Center train station felt 
grateful for the Overflow and not as critical as most of the other residents. In sum, how long they have 
been homeless and their perspective on shelters affected their opinion of the overflow.
?Although not unique to the Overflow, stealing, fighting and other disagreements took place. The 
?????????????????????????
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extent of the stealing varied for each resident interviewed, but almost all reported having clothing and 
other belongings stolen. One woman had clothes stolen she received for the baby she was expecting, 
and another had her clothing stolen when she first arrived, but after she had been there a while it 
stopped. Diana commented, ?O Lordy!!! Everybody get stuff stolen at the Overflow!!! Everybody!! 
Everybody!! That?s just an automatic thing.? Cathy pointed out that, ?they stole them out of the storage 
room and a lot of ladies were complaining about things getting stolen from underwear to everything. 
They should realize, look at the place you?re in. You cannot buy those fancy clothes thinkin their gonna 
be safe.? Since the storage room was rather messy, the staff would not know if someone was actually 
organizing their belongings or stealing from someone.
?Most of the women were not involved in conflicts or fights, but most of them knew of incidents or 
disagreements. Some of the conflicts included seeing a staff member getting sprayed with mace during 
a disagreement, two residents fighting and one throwing a chair, fighting with an umbrella and 
numerous other incidents in the day room. Afrika described arguments and fights occurring, ?all the 
time in the day room because it?s too cluttered, to too crowded, all the time in that day room they were 
talkin about fights and arguin, people put out ?forced to leave the shelter? in the middle of the night 
because they can?t control their temper.? Residents being ?put out? is the slang expression they use 
when someone was expelled for the evening or longer period of time.
?A source of some tension in the Overflow was children. Single women felt they had an unfair 
amount of work at the Overflow because they did not have children. This debate was well known within 
the shelter, and did not lead to many fights, just several heated arguments. Other researchers have 
found similar conflicts. Glasser, citing Burt and Cohen, notes that they found more differences between 
homeless women with children and single homeless women than between homeless men and women 
??????. Lastly, another dif ficulty that the woman reported was doing laundr y. Many residents 
commented how difficult it was at the Overflow, because they were not allowed to use the washer and 
dryer. One resident explains frustration about laundry as, ?The only thing I couldn?t I couldn?t see why 
we couldn?t you know use it, the washing machine.? They were also not allowed to wash their clothes in 
the sink in the bathroom. One homeless woman concluded that simple chores like doing laundry and 
the numerous incidents that took place made the Overflow an unpleasant place.
?Considering the conditions at the Overflow, it is not surprising that a few of the women interviewed 
compared the Overflow to prison. Mary described the Overflow under the second director Ms. Jones,
??? With Ms. Jones, it really felt like a prison. Everything was orderly. Strict. You had to wait in line to 
get your dinner. But that wasn?t bad, because it made the mothers eat with their children who are 
bad. The atmosphere had you know kind of lost some things when um Ms. Jones came, it wasn?t, 
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it wasn?t pleasant to be there.
Cathy also argued that the Overflow was like a prison and explained the similarities. She said the staff 
?watch you eat, don?t take nothin out of here and go in your room lights out at a certain time, that?s what 
they do it in jail cells, watch you eat.? Another example is Keisha describing when other residents could 
leave the Overflow as, ?there were people there before I got there that got out?a couple people got out 
just before Christmas.? Her use of the expression, ?got out? is similar to slang expressions for being 
released from prison. The resident?s analysis of life at the Overflow shows their awareness of how they 
are treated and stigmatized. No one who used the prison analogy explained it as an economic prison, so 
they did not see the economic structural as part of the reason they were in prison.
COMMUNITY
?How long the women spent at the Overflow is important for knowing how the community 
developed. Two groups emerged regarding length of stay at the Overflow. The first group consisted of 
long-term homeless like Diana, Makayla, Monique and Jane. The second group consisted of short-term 
homeless persons and was the predominant group. During interviews many women commented that 
most residents had stayed for months, and most of those interviewed had stayed for a long time. For 
instance, Mary and Keisha went to the Overflow around the same time in July and did not leave until 
January or early February. The length of time the women stayed at the Overflow and the ideal time for 
their stay were opposites.
?The ideal situation when someone becomes homeless is that they call the Task Force hotline, which 
places them in an available shelter space, and if there are no spaces available they are told to go to the 
Overflow. Every day they are at the Overflow, they are supposed to call the hotline to find shelter space. 
The idea was that those already staying in the Overflow would be the first to be placed in a shelter the 
next day, so the Overflow is not a shelter, but rather a place to wait until a regular shelter space becomes 
available. The women and children who stay at the Overflow are first placed in the morning before any 
of the callers. What actually happened was the women would not call consistently every day, or when 
they did call, they would be routinely told to return to the Overflow. Occasionally, women who called 
were placed at a shelter. After calling and trying to find shelter space or an apartment, the residents 
quickly became frustrated.
?Since the women could get placed in shelters and were usually told to go back to the Overflow, this 
created a conflict between the staff and the residents. Specifically, the Overflow is not s shelter, which is 
?????????????????????????
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a distinction made by the Task Force. Since it does not have the appropriate permits from the city to run 
a shelter with over a hundred residents due to the political situation, this distinction is constructed by 
the Task Force to create a loophole to allow them to have the Overflow function like a homeless shelter. 
When residents would complain or ask for something that the staff did not have, the staff would tell the 
residents that the Overflow is not a shelter. Although they are correct, to long term residents this was 
clearly a contradiction. Makayla explained the contradiction as,
??? ?Peachtree and Pine was not a shelter. It was an overflow center. It was only supposed to be used 
when there was no room for anybody else when all the shelters were full that?s where you were 
supposed to go. So technically it wasn?t a shelter, so I don?t think they had any standards they had 
to keep it up to, or anything. cause I mean you ask them about somethin and they say this is not a 
shelter.?
Jada, a resident for many months. expressed her frustration with this distinction, ?Not a shelter? What is 
it?!? I?ve been here for five months and tell me what it is! This is my home!? Monique also agreed with 
Jada. She said, ?It?s not a shelter, cause they always tell you it?s not a shelter.? By continually saying that 
the Overflow is not a shelter, the staff not only frustrated long term residents, but allows the conditions 
at the Overflow to not improve. Makayla, who stayed there in August and again in January, commented 
when I asked if she had seen any changes, ?I mean it was so awful and nobody ever tried to change it 
because they said technically it wasn?t a shelter.? This distinction regarding the Overflow frustrated the 
residents and allowed for staff to have an easy excuse for any problem. The distinction between a shelter 
and the Overflow was not unique to the overflow. Glasser and Bridgman point to Desjarlais. Studying 
shelter life, he found that the staff would comment, ?This is not a home? ?????. Dejarlais?s description 
was at a shelter, and the Overflow does even not qualify as a shelter.
?The staff?s continually saying the Overflow is not a shelter was not the only frustrating part of their 
relationship with the residents. The director of the shelter changed frequently, which frustrated 
residents. For example, some long term residents experienced three different directors running the 
Overflow. Mary explained the difficulty of changing directors, ?It was a pain cause once you got used to 
somebody?s rules, they change, and somebody else?s?? Ms. Jackson, the director from August until the 
middle of December, focused on finding the residents apartments, not placing them at a shelter. She was 
quite popular with the residents, because she offered a way out of poverty directly into a house or 
apartment. She was replaced without an explanation to the residents, but they knew she was fired. Jada 
expressed how she felt about Ms. Jackson, ?I really don?t know why Ms. Jackson got fired. I don?t care 
why Ms. Jackson got fired. All I know is that I love her. All I know is that out of everybody that worked 
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there she was the only one that I really seen trying to help people??
?The downside to her approach of finding apartments for the residents was that more residents had 
to wait while a few received housing. The waiting caused some residents to stay longer with the 
expectation that they would get an apartment or that someone was working on their situation. Keisha 
explains what happen to everyone, ?Then we would do all that they would ask us to do but then we didn?t 
see any results, you know we kept waiting. that?s, that?s why I feel like I ended up being there so long. I 
kept waiting.? Waiting for help finding an apartment caused the residents to stay longer than was 
necessary, because other shelters had space available, and Ms. Jackson?s focus was on finding 
apartments which is a more complicated and time consuming process.
?Although residing at the Overflow for a long time was a common complaint, it was not nearly as 
emotional or common as complaints about the staff?s attitude. Makayla described the staff as in ?a 
category by itself? when compared to other shelter?s staff, and said they are ?screaming at people all the 
time.? Jada said, ?I mean you know hell. It was hell, but you know people made it, the staff made it that 
way, that way, it didn?t have to be that way.? She also described their attitude as, ?nasty, they had a don?t 
give a darn attitude, and they had a nasty attitude towards the people that were there, and that?s sad.? 
Afrika argued that the residents stayed longer because they lose their self-esteem staying at the 
Overflow and dealing with the staff. She defined a feeling she got from the staff, ?if you walk past 
someone as a staff, a staff member if you?re in a shelter, and you can feel that vibe, they don?t have to say 
anything about ?you?, but you know what their saying.? Jada also described the new director who 
replaced Ms. Jackson. She described her as, ?I just seen her come in yell, there?s a new sheriff in town 
and I?m bad, ok, no for real that?s the attitude I seen.? Unlike Ms. Jackson, Ms. Jones focused on placing 
the residents in other shelters. The resident?s attitude of the staff is reflected in the common opinion 
Imani expresses, ?They seem to forget that they? re working in a homeless facility and if it wasn?t for 
homeless people they wouldn?t have a job.? This view was expressed by several residents and most had 
difficulty working with the staff at times.
?Most, if not all, of the residents had complaints about the Overflow, yet they also were all grateful 
for having a place to stay. Keisha, who was living at the Arts Center Marta station, described her 
reaction to going to the Overflow for the first time, ?When I started you know going to the Task Force 
like the first night me and Mia ?her two-year old daughter? slept at the Task Force. We was like at the 
Overflow, My God we?re off the street, we?re off the street for a while and they?re going a help us.? 
Monique, who has been homeless for a long time, expressed similar feelings, ?I appreciate the Task 
Force really for the Overflow. Oh man, cause that?s really the only place you can you know really depend 
on to go wasn?t the best, but you know you can get in there.? Both long time and short time homeless 
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?In conclusion, the homeless women consistently described their life as hard and tiring. The 
homeless women faced numerous humiliations including eating dinner, applying for a Georgia 
Identification card, and obtaining daily necessities such as toilet paper. They had to ask the staff each 
time they needed toilet paper. The women could deal with their condition by relying on each other and 
their faith. A community developed at the Center at Peachtree and Pine, and many residents remained in 
contact with their friends after leaving the Overflow. The faith of the women at the Center at Peachtree 
and Pine was strong, and having faith was a core value among the homeless. For example, when a 
resident received bad news other homeless women encouraged her and told her to have faith in God. 
Although faith and friendship helped the women survive, overall, they considered their condition and 
the Overflow as ?awful.? Knowing the they lived in these conditions, policy decisions can be better 
informed, and the disagreements among the interest groups working on homelessness, such as the 
business community, the Task Force, the city, and others should be resolved quickly.
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